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A 
rborists are encouraged to recog

nize the wood-decay process as 

an important factor in tree health 

and public safety. Technical experts who 

develop training materials to recognize 

wood-decay processes in living trees are 

frequently forest pathologists. Much of the 

history of forest pathology was to support 

production of sound, high-quality timber. 

That heritage is passed on in terms used by 

arborists today that are derived from timber 

production, such as "defect" and "degrade." 

These terms are used for genuinely adverse 

conditions such as cracks and seams. Un

fortunately, the terms are also sometimes 

applied to positive features that contribute 

to tree recovery and stability, such as re

sponse growth and woundwood formation. 

Mushrooms and other fungal fruiting 

bodies are signs of infection. However, 

such infections are not necessarily the en

emy of healthy and safe landscapes. 

Wood decay in nature 

Trees and fungi developed together and 

have coexisted for a long time. For forest 

ecosystems, wood produced as part of tree 

growth is a primary storage material for 

carbon and biological energy. Fungi break 

down wood structure to release the stored 

carbon and energy to build their own 
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Decay Fungi Series 
This is the fourth article in a series 

on decay fungi species found in urban 

trees that will run in TC/ Magazine 

this year. The first three parts, all from 

Christopher J. Luley, included: 

March: Part 1: "Berkeley's Polypore" 

April: Part 2: "Ganoderma sessile 

(aka Ganoderma lucidum) - An 

Important Root Disease and Butt 

Decay by Any Name" 

May: Part 3: "Burnt-Crust Root and 

Butt Decay and Canker: Kretzsch

maria deusta, a Common Decay 

Fungus You Might Not Recognize" 

Figure 1: The common bricktop mushroom (Hypholoma lateritiumJ on a stump. Bricktop mushrooms can be 

readily distinguished from the shoestring fungus by gill color, which is purple-gray in the former and orange 

to cinnamon in the latter. All images by K.T. Smith and K.R. Dudzik, USDA Forest Service. 

structures and to fuel their biology. Many 

other organisms, from bacteria to bears, 

take good advantage of the wood-decay 

process and use this flow of carbon and 

energy to provide for their own nutrition 

and habitat. Wood-decay fungi and other 

organisms large and small transform the 

breakdown products into soil organic mat

ter, which supports the growth of the next 

generation of trees. 

The primary components of wood, 

such as cellulose and lignin, are polymers 

(chains) of sugar and amino acid deriv

atives, respectively. Although the sim

ple components are readily digested by 

many microorganisms, the polymers resist 

breakdown by most fungi. Of those fun

gi that decay wood, most of them partici

pate in only a portion of the pathway that 

runs from being alive and healthy to being 

punky but recognizable as wood, through 

to soil humus. In a tricky piece of chem

ical engineering, some decay fungi have 

developed chemical systems that unravel 

and open up the polymer structure without 

enzymes. Once the structure is opened, di

gestive enzymes are able to enter and do 

their work. 
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The problem with indicators 

Arborists need to be aware that the mere 

presence of decayed wood or a cavity 

does not mean that a tree is likely to die 

in the foreseeable future or to structural

ly fail. Other indicators such as included 

bark, cracking or lifting of the root plate, 

prolonged flooding, or construction injury 

(Mattheck 2015) are frequently more as

sociated with tree mortality or structural 

failure. The presence of an active decay 

fungus does not necessarily mean the tree 

is severely compromised but does present 

an opportunity to refine the assessment of 

tree condition. 

Textbooks classify decay fungi as 

"pathogens" that cause disease and "sap

robes" or "saprotrophs" that break down 

organic matter. In the history of plant pa

thology, even well into the 20th century, 

some experts questioned whether wood 

decay in living trees, particularly decay of 

heartwood that lacked living cells, could 

be considered as disease. Conversely, op

portunistic fungi that colonized already 

killed sapwood but did not spread beyond 

the initial compartmentalization bound

aries were considered as pathogens. Of 












